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Privacy is a hot topic in today’s connected world. This is true especially when it comes to

usertracking on the Internet, but also tracking built-in to operating systems such as Windows

10 or Android, or programs such as Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.Windows 10 has

probably been the operating system that Microsoft has been attacked the most for from privacy

advocates and concerned users in regards to privacy and data collection.Probably the biggest

factors for this are changes made to Telemetry collecting on the operating system, a lack of

transparency when it comes to the collecting of data, and a lack of distinction between data

that Microsoft collects, and data that is required by services or applications for

functionality.Questions about which data is collected when Windows 10 is used, why it is

collected, where it is stored, and how it is used or shared, are not answered to the satisfaction

of privacy advocates or users who are concerned about privacy.The Complete Windows 10

Privacy Guide answers these questions. It explains which data Microsoft collects and why it

collects the data.It lists privacy settings exposed in the Windows UI, and provides the most

complete list of Group Policy and Registry settings related to privacy as well for access to

features that are not exposed in Settings.The guide explains privacy settings during setup,

comes with a 5-minute quick guide to apply the most important settings directly, and in-depth

explanations of privacy settings of the Windows 10 operating system.The Complete Windows

10 Privacy Guide helps Home users and system administrators who deploy Windows 10 in

larger scale."Privacy has never been an easy topic and Windows privacy draws attacks from all

sides. That's why it's more important now than ever to understand exactly what Windows does

with your information - and what you can do to reduce the snooping, while keeping the features

that you really want. Brinkmann's book is a watershed event in documenting Windows privacy

settings, with in-depth information you won't find anywhere else." (Woody Leonhard, Infoworld /

Ask Woody)."The book contains the most complete Registry entries and group policy collection

about Windows 10 privacy I've seen so far ..." (Günter Born, Windows book author)

From the Back CoverWhen kittypet Tiny crosses paths with some wild forest cats defending

their territory, he is left with scars—and a bitter, deep-seated grudge. As his reputation grows

among the strays and loners that live in the dirty brick alleyways of Twolegplace, he changes

his name to Scourge and puts everything about his old life behind him—except his deadly

desire for revenge.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorErin Hunter is

inspired by a love of cats and a fascination with the ferocity of the natural world. In addition to

having great respect for nature in all its forms, Erin enjoys creating rich mythical explanations

for animal behavior. She is also the author of the Seekers, Survivors, Bravelands, and Bamboo

Kingdom series.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From School Library JournalGrade

4–7—This adaptation provides a look at the origins of the cat Scourge, the evil leader of the

Bloodclan. Tiny is a fearful house kitten who is the runt of the litter. Once he strikes out on his

own, though, he renames himself Scourge and vows to take revenge on the wild forest cats

who once attacked him. Though drawn and laid out in a manga style, the illustrations are more

detailed than typical manga drawings and effectively bring out the cats' personalities and

characters. This is not a cuddly animal tale: there are some vicious attacks, one ending in a

death.—Lisa Goldstein, Brooklyn Public Library, NYCopyright © Reed Business Information, a

division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the paperback



edition.Read more
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The complete Windows 10 Privacy GuideFall Creators Update edition[MB1]By Martin

BrinkmannCopyright © 2010 by Martin Brinkmann All rights reserved. This book or any portion

thereofmay not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoeverwithout the express written

permission of the publisherexcept for the use of brief quotations in a book review.DedicationFor

Julia. This book would not exist without your moral support and understanding. Thank you, my
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and DocsIndexForeword Privacy is a hot topic in today’s connected world. This is true

especially when it comes to user tracking on the Internet, but also tracking built-in to operating

systems such as Windows 10 or Android, or programs such as Google Chrome or Mozilla

Firefox.Windows 10 has probably been the operating system that Microsoft has been attacked

the most for from privacy advocates and concerned users in regards to privacy and data

collection.Probably the biggest factors for this are changes made to Telemetry collecting on the

operating system, a lack of transparency when it comes to the collecting of data, and a lack of

distinction between data that Microsoft collects, and data that is required by services or

applications for functionality.Questions about which data is collected when Windows 10 is

used, why it is collected, where it is stored, and how it is used or shared, are not answered to

the satisfaction of privacy advocates or users who are concerned about privacy.A significant

issue is the telemetry data the company receives. While Microsoft insists that it aggregates and

anonymizes this data, it hasn’t explained just how it does so. Microsoft also won’t say how long

this data is retained, instead providing only general timeframes.[1]Microsoft made concessions

to that with the release of the Windows 10 Creators Update when it revealed what the Basic[2]

and Full Telemetry[3] settings mean in terms of data collecting.It is clear that the data that is

collected is important to Microsoft, as it uses it to detect and resolve issues, and to find ways to

optimize the operating system. The new faster release scheme with two feature updates per

year demands a closer look on data as well, to prioritize development for instance or recognize



issues more quickly.Data is required for some functionality as well. The digital assistant

Cortana for instance requires access to the device’s location, data from emails and text

messages, the call history, contacts you have and how often you interact with those contacts,

and the apps you use.Windows 10 users can opt-out of most of the data collecting, but even if

they turn any preference off during setup or under the Privacy section of the Settings

application, data still gets collected and transferred to Microsoft.The rise of privacy programs

for Windows 10[4] is a response to Microsoft’s inability to respond to concerns adequately, for

instance by making it difficult to control data collection and submission to Microsoft.More than

a dozen programs have been created that perform all kinds of pro-privacy operations on the

operating system when executed.All offer options to tweak privacy settings, and many to

remove Windows apps, block Microsoft servers, or disable Windows scheduled tasks or

Services.This guideThis privacy guide covers every aspect of Windows 10 privacy and data

collecting in detail. It includes information on all privacy settings that are exposed to users in

the Settings application and other system locations, and explains in simple but detailed terms

what each does.The guide looks at Microsoft’s stance on privacy, provides you with resources

to do your own research on the topic, and comes with a 5-minute privacy improvement guide to

make the most important privacy related changes right away so that you don’t have to read the

entire book first before you make the most important changes in regards to privacy.It looks at

differences between Windows 10 Editions, the installation process, reviews privacy programs

created for Windows 10, and at specific features of the operating system and how data

collecting plays a role for these features. What Microsoft says about Privacy and Windows 10 

Windows 10 Privacy SettingsWindows FeaturesAccounts (Local, Microsoft)Customer

Experience ProgramFeedback and HelpInternet ExplorerMicrosoft EdgeOneDrive / File

SynchronizationSmartScreenWindows Error ReportingWindows Media PlayerWindows

UpdateWi-FiMiscWindows ServicesWindows TasksOffice TelemetryTurn on Telemetry data

collectionAnnoyancesRemove Ads / SuggestionsSoftwareResourcesWindows Experience

BlogGeneral Pages of InterestMicrosoft OfficeTelemetry and PrivacyThird-party

ResourcesPrivacy Settings and FeaturesWhitepapers and DocsIndexForeword Privacy is a hot

topic in today’s connected world. This is true especially when it comes to user tracking on the

Internet, but also tracking built-in to operating systems such as Windows 10 or Android, or

programs such as Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.Windows 10 has probably been the

operating system that Microsoft has been attacked the most for from privacy advocates and

concerned users in regards to privacy and data collection.Probably the biggest factors for this

are changes made to Telemetry collecting on the operating system, a lack of transparency

when it comes to the collecting of data, and a lack of distinction between data that Microsoft

collects, and data that is required by services or applications for functionality.Questions about

which data is collected when Windows 10 is used, why it is collected, where it is stored, and

how it is used or shared, are not answered to the satisfaction of privacy advocates or users

who are concerned about privacy.A significant issue is the telemetry data the company

receives. While Microsoft insists that it aggregates and anonymizes this data, it hasn’t

explained just how it does so. Microsoft also won’t say how long this data is retained, instead

providing only general timeframes.[1]Microsoft made concessions to that with the release of

the Windows 10 Creators Update when it revealed what the Basic[2] and Full Telemetry[3]

settings mean in terms of data collecting.It is clear that the data that is collected is important to

Microsoft, as it uses it to detect and resolve issues, and to find ways to optimize the operating

system. The new faster release scheme with two feature updates per year demands a closer



look on data as well, to prioritize development for instance or recognize issues more

quickly.Data is required for some functionality as well. The digital assistant Cortana for instance

requires access to the device’s location, data from emails and text messages, the call history,

contacts you have and how often you interact with those contacts, and the apps you

use.Windows 10 users can opt-out of most of the data collecting, but even if they turn any

preference off during setup or under the Privacy section of the Settings application, data still

gets collected and transferred to Microsoft.The rise of privacy programs for Windows 10[4] is a

response to Microsoft’s inability to respond to concerns adequately, for instance by making it

difficult to control data collection and submission to Microsoft.More than a dozen programs

have been created that perform all kinds of pro-privacy operations on the operating system

when executed.All offer options to tweak privacy settings, and many to remove Windows apps,

block Microsoft servers, or disable Windows scheduled tasks or Services.This guideThis

privacy guide covers every aspect of Windows 10 privacy and data collecting in detail. It

includes information on all privacy settings that are exposed to users in the Settings application

and other system locations, and explains in simple but detailed terms what each does.The

guide looks at Microsoft’s stance on privacy, provides you with resources to do your own

research on the topic, and comes with a 5-minute privacy improvement guide to make the most

important privacy related changes right away so that you don’t have to read the entire book first

before you make the most important changes in regards to privacy.It looks at differences

between Windows 10 Editions, the installation process, reviews privacy programs created for

Windows 10, and at specific features of the operating system and how data collecting plays a

role for these features. What Microsoft says about Privacy and Windows 10 
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UpdateWi-FiMiscWindows ServicesWindows TasksOffice TelemetryTurn on Telemetry data

collectionAnnoyancesRemove Ads / SuggestionsSoftwareResourcesWindows Experience

BlogGeneral Pages of InterestMicrosoft OfficeTelemetry and PrivacyThird-party

ResourcesPrivacy Settings and FeaturesWhitepapers and DocsIndexForeword Privacy is a hot

topic in today’s connected world. This is true especially when it comes to user tracking on the

Internet, but also tracking built-in to operating systems such as Windows 10 or Android, or

programs such as Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox.Windows 10 has probably been the

operating system that Microsoft has been attacked the most for from privacy advocates and

concerned users in regards to privacy and data collection.Probably the biggest factors for this

are changes made to Telemetry collecting on the operating system, a lack of transparency

when it comes to the collecting of data, and a lack of distinction between data that Microsoft

collects, and data that is required by services or applications for functionality.Questions about

which data is collected when Windows 10 is used, why it is collected, where it is stored, and

how it is used or shared, are not answered to the satisfaction of privacy advocates or users

who are concerned about privacy.A significant issue is the telemetry data the company

receives. While Microsoft insists that it aggregates and anonymizes this data, it hasn’t

explained just how it does so. Microsoft also won’t say how long this data is retained, instead

providing only general timeframes.[1]Microsoft made concessions to that with the release of

the Windows 10 Creators Update when it revealed what the Basic[2] and Full Telemetry[3]

settings mean in terms of data collecting.It is clear that the data that is collected is important to

Microsoft, as it uses it to detect and resolve issues, and to find ways to optimize the operating



system. The new faster release scheme with two feature updates per year demands a closer

look on data as well, to prioritize development for instance or recognize issues more

quickly.Data is required for some functionality as well. The digital assistant Cortana for instance

requires access to the device’s location, data from emails and text messages, the call history,

contacts you have and how often you interact with those contacts, and the apps you

use.Windows 10 users can opt-out of most of the data collecting, but even if they turn any

preference off during setup or under the Privacy section of the Settings application, data still

gets collected and transferred to Microsoft.The rise of privacy programs for Windows 10[4] is a

response to Microsoft’s inability to respond to concerns adequately, for instance by making it

difficult to control data collection and submission to Microsoft.More than a dozen programs

have been created that perform all kinds of pro-privacy operations on the operating system

when executed.All offer options to tweak privacy settings, and many to remove Windows apps,

block Microsoft servers, or disable Windows scheduled tasks or Services.This guideThis

privacy guide covers every aspect of Windows 10 privacy and data collecting in detail. It

includes information on all privacy settings that are exposed to users in the Settings application

and other system locations, and explains in simple but detailed terms what each does.The

guide looks at Microsoft’s stance on privacy, provides you with resources to do your own

research on the topic, and comes with a 5-minute privacy improvement guide to make the most

important privacy related changes right away so that you don’t have to read the entire book first

before you make the most important changes in regards to privacy.It looks at differences

between Windows 10 Editions, the installation process, reviews privacy programs created for

Windows 10, and at specific features of the operating system and how data collecting plays a

role for these features. What Microsoft says about Privacy and Windows 10 Microsoft published

a post with the title Privacy and Windows 10[5] back in September 2015 on the official

Windows Experience Blog to address rising privacy concerns.According to Terry Myerson,

Executive Vice President, Windows and Devices Group, Microsoft designed Windows 10 with

two “straightforward privacy principles” in mind.Windows 10 collects information so the product

will work better for you.You are in control with the ability to determine what information is

collected.Myerson goes on to explain that Microsoft thinks of data that the company does and

does not collect in three different levels: Safety and Reliability data – This data is collected to

“provide a secure and reliable experience”. It includes data such as an anonymous device ID,

device type, and application crash data which Microsoft and its developer partners use to

improve application reliability.Personalization data – This data is used to provide users with a

custom experience, for instance by providing text completion suggestions, using the digital

assistant Cortana, or giving users updates on game scores when their favorite teams

play.Advertising data that Microsoft does not collect – Microsoft won’t collect content of emails

or other communications, or files, to deliver targeted advertising. In 2017, Myerson published

two additional privacy focused articles on the Windows 10 Experience blog. The new Privacy

Dashboard was announced in the first entitled Our continuing commitment to your privacy with

Windows 10[6]. The new online dashboard[7] provides options to Windows users who sign in

to Windows using a Microsoft Account to control activity data that is collected by Microsoft

products such as Windows 10. Microsoft announced as well that it would improve the privacy

part of the setup experience, simplify diagnostic data levels, and reduce data collected at the

Basic level (of Telemetry). First, we will introduce a new set up experience for you to choose

the settings that are right for you.This experience, which replaces previous Express Settings,

will look slightly different depending on the version of Windows you are using. If you are

moving from Windows 7 or Windows 8, or doing a fresh install of Windows 10, the new set up



experience will clearly show you simple but important settings and you will need to choose

your settings before you can move forward with setup.If you are already using Windows 10, we

will use notifications to prompt you to choose your privacy settings.Microsoft made the decision

to reduce Telemetry levels from three to two configurable levels in the Settings application of

the Windows 10 Creators Update version. The company removed the Enhanced level, leaving

Basic and Full as the two remaining options during Setup and in the Settings

application. Myerson confirmed that Microsoft reduced the data that is collected when the

Basic level is enabled. We use this data to help keep Windows and apps secure, up-to-date,

and running properly when you let Microsoft know the capabilities of your device, what is

installed, and whether Windows is operating correctly. This option also includes basic error

reporting back to Microsoft.Three months later, in April 2017, Myerson published Windows 10

privacy journey continues: more transparency and controls for you[8] on the Windows

Experience blog. In it he revealed three enhancements to privacy on Windows 10. • In-

product information improvements by adding short descriptions and learn more links to privacy

settings to help customers better understand each.• An update to the Microsoft Privacy

statement to include more information about the privacy changes in the Creators Update.•

Publication of more information about the data that Microsoft collects. Marisa Rogers, WDG

Privacy Officer, revealed[9] in September 2017 on the official Windows Experience blog that

privacy enhancements were coming to the Windows 10 Fall Creators Update. She listed three

improvements in the article: Direct access to the privacy statement during setup, and links next

to the available privacy settings during setup that lead to the privacy statement paragraph that

refers to it.Permission prompts not only for location data but also other data that Windows

Store applications request such as camera, microphone, contacts, or calendar.A new Window

Analytics setting for Enterprise customers. Privacy Options during Setup Windows 10 users

and administrators have only one option when it comes to setting up the operating system.

Previous versions of Windows 10 shipped with two – Express and Custom – but Microsoft

changed the experience in Windows 10 version 1703.This means that it is no longer required

to hunt down the “custom” link during setup to get more control, and customize some of the

privacy options that Microsoft added as options to the Windows 10 setup process.The following

screens are captures of Windows 10 version 1709 – The Fall Creators Update. Note that

Microsoft changed the setup experience in that version, and that the screens will have different

options when you install an earlier version of Windows 10.Setup provides Windows users with

control over two privacy related options.The most important part of setup from a privacy

perspective is the privacy settings screen of the setup. It lists important privacy options that are

enabled by default. You may disable those during setup, or after setup when you open the

Privacy hub of the Settings application.Note that you may disable only a limited number of

privacy related options during setup or first run; the privacy hub lists way more options, and it is

highly suggested that you go through the listing there at least once to configure each setting

accordingly.One chapter of this book walks you through all the preferences that you find

there.The second option that users get during setup or first run is that they may set up a

Microsoft account or a local account (Microsoft calls it offline account during setup) for use on

the system.This is important as well, as features may be limited to a certain account type.Note

that the following pages concentrate on privacy options only. Most screens of the setup are self-

explanatory and are not related to privacy.AccountThe Account setup page gives you two

options:Use a Microsoft AccountUse a local (offline) account.I suggest you check out the

comparison in a later chapter of this book for detailed information on local accounts and

Microsoft accounts.The core differences between local accounts and Microsoft accounts are



the following ones:• Local accounts are active on a single machine only.• A Microsoft

account may be used on multiple devices.• Some account preferences may be synced

across devices if a Microsoft account is used to sign in. This includes themes, language

preferences, passwords, or Internet Explorer settings. This is enabled by default.• Some

features on Windows 10 require a Microsoft Account. This is the case for OneDrive for

instance, the default file synchronization service.• You can reset the Microsoft Account

password online.• A Microsoft Account is no longer required to download (free) Store

applications if you use Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise. You still need a Microsoft account to

download Store apps on Windows 10 Home.• You may use a Microsoft account to sign up

and use other Microsoft company products, especially online products.Microsoft links to

privacy & help information, and the terms of use on the first page of setup as well.Generally

speaking, a Microsoft Account is more convenient in some regards, but it does link the account

to the device and comes with data synchronization enabled by default.CortanaCortana is a

digital personal assistant that Microsoft introduced in Windows 10. You may communicate with

Cortana using speech or text, and may use it for a variety of purposes.Some of these include

running searches, setting up reminders, getting answers to direct questions (What’s the

weather), reserving tables, composing emails, and a lot more.Cortana requires access to data

for that, and Microsoft “collects and uses information” for that purposes... including your

location and location history, contacts, voice input, speech patterns, searching history,

relationships, calendar details, email, content and communication history from text messages,

instant messages and apps, and other information on your device. In Microsoft Edge, Cortana

uses your browsing history.You may select the “no” option on the setup page to deny Cortana’s

permissions request. You may change what Cortana is allowed to do later on as

well.ServicesThe Services setup page lists all privacy related settings and descriptions of the

setup process. They are enabled by default, and just some of the privacy settings that

Windows 10 ships with.Please note that you can change the status of any of the services listed

on the page later on as well.Location – This setting determines whether applications and

Windows may request access to the location of the device for functionality. Two apps that make

use of location are the weather application, and Maps.Location data is sent to Microsoft and

used to improve location services according to the description. Microsoft may share location

data with trusted partners for that.%æ Microsoft’s location service provides location

information to Windows devices using a combination of global positioning service (GPS),

nearby wireless access points, cell towers, and your IP address, depending on the capabilities

of your device.%æ Turning on Location enables certain apps, services, and Windows features

to ask for permission to access and use your location data to deliver location-aware services at

as precise a level as your device supports. When your location is used by a location-aware app

or service, your location information and recent location history is stored on your device and

sent to Microsoft in a de-identified format to improve location services.%æ In addition, if you

are logged in with your Microsoft account, your last known good location information is saved

to the cloud and available to other apps or services using your Microsoft account across

devices. If your device cannot obtain a good location on its own (like for example in a building

or basement), it can use your last known good location stored in the cloud.%æ You can turn

off location access and clear your device’s location history at any time in Start > Settings >

Privacy > Location.%æ If you have a portable device, such as a laptop, turning on location will

also enable the Find my Device feature, which uses your location data to help you find your

device if you lose it. For this feature to work, you must log into Windows with your Microsoft

Account. You can turn this off at any time in Start > Settings > Update & Security > Find my



Device. Diagnostics – Diagnostic data is sent to Microsoft. This includes information on

browser, application and feature use, inking and typing data, and more.Check the Telemetry

chapter for detailed information on what gets collected and sent to Microsoft. This feature

cannot be turned off, but you can switch from full to basic Telemetry during setup.%æ

Diagnostic data helps identify and troubleshoot problems, and keep the device up to data and

secure.%æ The data is transmitted to Microsoft, and stored with one or multiple unique

identifiers that Microsoft uses to recognize individual users or devices.%æ There are two

levels of diagnostic that can be set during setup: full or basic.%æ Basic data is data that is

vital to the operation of Windows. It provides Microsoft with information on the device’s

capabilities, installed software, and if Windows operates correctly.%æ Full data includes all

Basic data, and information on app and browser usage, feature usage, how long apps are

used, which services you use to sign in to apps, or how often Windows Help and Support is

used. The memory state of the device is transferred to Microsoft at the full data level. Microsoft

notes that any identifying information is removed from the typed and handwritten input

data.%æ Microsoft uses the data to improve products and services for all Windows users. It

won’t use the data to personalize Microsoft products or services, unless you allow Microsoft to

do so.%æ You can adjust the diagnostic data level in Start > Settings > Privacy > Feedback &

diagnosticsRelevant ads – Windows 10 may use an advertising ID, a unique identifier, to

personalize advertisement on the operating system.Advertisement is based on application

usage if the setting is enabled. If you turn it off, ads are still displayed but they are not

personalized anymore using the advertising ID.%æ Windows generates a unique advertising

ID for each user on a device. This ID may be used by application developers and advertising

networks for personalized advertisement.%æ Microsoft compares the use of the advertising

ID to the use of cookies by websites.%æ You can turn this off in Start > Settings > Privacy at

any time.Speech recognition – Cortana, the digital assistant requires speech recognition if you

want to use voice commands and interact with Cortana using voice. Similarly, Store apps may

also support voice recognition and require it as well.Voice input data is sent to Microsoft to help

improve speech services. If you turn this off, you cannot communicate with Cortana or other

applications using voice. This does not impact the functionality of connected microphones

though.%æ Windows provides both a device based speech recognition feature (available

through the Windows Speech Recognition desktop app), and a cloud based speech

recognition service that was introduced alongside Cortana in those markets and regions where

Cortana is available.%æ Turning on the Speech recognition setting allows Microsoft to collect

and use your voice recordings to provide you with cloud-based speech recognition services in

Cortana, supported Store apps, and over time in other parts of Windows.%æ Microsoft

collects information from the user dictionary as part of the service. The user dictionary stores

unique words like names you write, which help users type and ink more accurately.%æ Both

the voice data and the user dictionary are used by Microsoft to improve the ability to correctly

recognize user speech.%æ You can turn off this feature at any time in Start > Settings >

Privacy > Speech, inking & typing.Tailored experiences with diagnostic data – Microsoft may

use diagnostic data to display tips and recommendations to users.%æ Microsoft will use

some diagnostic data to “personalize your experiences with Windows and other products and

services”. This includes, according to Microsoft, suggestions on how to customize and optimize

Windows: and recommendations and offers of Windows features and supported apps,

services, hardware, and peripherals.%æ This feature powers campaigns that suggest apps to

users that do things better than others, according to Microsoft. Chrome or Firefox users may

get Edge recommended to them for instance.%æ Microsoft may also suggest trying OneDrive



for storage, or purchase more space on OneDrive, or give Office 365 a try.%æ Full includes

additional information, e.g. the use of browsers or applications.%æ Tailored experiences won’t

use crash, speech, typing, or inking input data for personalization.%æ You can turn this off in

Start > Settings > Privacy > Feedback & diagnostics.5-Minute Privacy ConfigurationThis book

offers a lot of information when it comes to privacy, Windows configuration and related topics of

interest. This 5-minute guide is designed to make the most important privacy-related changes

right away without having to read for hours what each setting does. I recommend that you read

through the rest of the book, but since it may take a while, you may want to make some

changes as quickly as possible. The following settings concentrate on two things: setting

Telemetry data collecting to Basic, the lowest available level (unless you run Enterprise,

Education or IoT editions of Windows), and turning off features that may display suggestions/

advertisement. Let’s start: Use the shortcut Windows-I to open the Settings application.Go to

Privacy > Feedback & Diagnostics.Set the diagnostic and usage data level to Basic.Set “Let

Microsoft provide tailored experiences with relevant tips and recommendations by using your

diagnostic data” to off.Go to General using the left sidebar.Set “Let apps use advertising ID to

make ads more interesting to you based on your app usage (turning this off will reset your ID)

to off.Set “Show me suggested content in the Settings app” to off.Go to Personalization > Lock

Screen.Set “Get fun facts, tips, tricks, and more on your lock screen” to off.Go to Start using

the left sidebar.Set “Occasionally show suggestions in Start” to off.Go to System > Notifications

& actionsSet “get tips, tricks, and suggestions as you use Windows” to off.Set “Show me the

Windows welcome experience after updates and occasionally when I sign in to highlight what’s

new and suggested” to off.Go to Accounts > Sync your Settings.Set “Sync settings” to off,

unless you want your settings to sync to the cloud. If you do, disable all data sets on the same

page that you don’t require instead.Go to Updates & security > Advanced options > Choose

how updates are delivered, and set “download Windows updates and apps from other PCs..” to

off, and “get updates from Microsoft..” to PCs on my local network.Open File Explorer.Select

File > Change folder and search options.Switch to the View tab.Disable “show sync provider

notifications”.
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Americano (Portuguese Edition), The Complete Guide to Facebook Advertising, 500 Social

Media Marketing Tips: Essential Advice, Hints and Strategy for Business: Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, YouTube, Snapchat, and More! (Updated MAY 2022!), SEO

Like I’m 5: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide to Search Engine Optimization (Like I'm 5 Book 1),

The 1-Page Marketing Plan: Get New Customers, Make More Money, And Stand Out From The

Crowd, Marketing Made Simple: A Step-by-Step StoryBrand Guide for Any Business, This Is

Marketing: You Can't Be Seen Until You Learn to See, The Locked Door: A gripping

psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, Things We Never Got Over, Quicksilver,

Reminders of Him: A Novel, Book Lovers, The Wild Side: A Small Town Friends-To-Lovers

Romance (The Wild Westbrooks Series), The Housemaid: An absolutely addictive

psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, The Man Burned by Winter (Rooker Lindström

Thriller Book 1), Shattered Altar (Makarova Bratva Book 1), Ruthless Rival, Shattered Cradle

(Makarova Bratva Book 2), My Evil Mother: A Short Story, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders, Text Revision Dsm-5-tr, The Venice Sketchbook: A Novel

lgjr, “Must read!. Because of the new Microsoft business model (SAS), pretty much anything

written about the Windows Operating System is obsolete before the ink drys.However, this

book is a must read for the basic operation of the Fall Creators Update!”

The book by Erin Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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